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TOWABD THE CALCULATION OF THE INFLUENCE OF FRONTAL SEPARATIONS FOR 
THE SHORT RANGE PROGNOSES OF PRESSURE AND VERTICAL VELOCITIES 

[This is a trns.lB.tion of an article by V.P. Sadokov, in Trudy, TSIP^ 
No 6, 1957, pages 17-21; CSO: l»6ll-N] 

At the present time, in the works concerning the short-range 

prognosis of meteorological elements by hydrodynamical methods, large-scale 

processes are studied. The usual consideration o£ such processes permits 

;.he use of the so called quasi-geostrophic condition for the analyses and 

ution of the hydrodynamical equations.  It is considered, that in large- 

scale process the chief part of the wind velocity is determined by the 

geostrophic relation. 

With the help of the quasi-geostrophic condition it is possible to 

■vrite down the basic equations of dynamic meteorology (the vorticity equation 

and adiabatic equation) approximately in the form: 

'1> A »'  - ^lT~   - £ t/J   Atf)-    ?J' — 

:2) 

Here the   X/ c// P; "t" system of coordinates is taken: 

f-f height of an isobaric surface    r?*=-   constant, 

A ~    j/*- * Sj 
fi ■=*2.C0Sou y __ the coriolis parameter 

CO        angular velocity of the earth*s rotation 

w geographical latitude 



a   — acceleration, of gravity 

<7 

2 
K -^ T ( & - ,?) 

W-  -     aJ± 

f^— gas constant 

~T~   absolute temperature 

y     >-— corresponding adiabatic and ordinary temperature gradient 

o ~r? (jr *u t* ^ y  .;\/ <7- ***  PQ 

\A/—  vertical velocity in the   ^'¥'3'^   coordinal:e system 

P      air density 

Uj V~~ velocity components 

(A &)-** jy >#      y JX 

The system of equations (l)-(2) themselves present a non-linear 

system of differential equations for the unknowns  /■/  and C ■    Their 

solution could be found numerically with the help of the fast-operating 

numerical calculating machines. In general, system (l)-{2) has an 

jaalytical solution for the functions  -2-i"     and c under certain 

limitations. 

The problem concerning the calculation of frontal separations in the 

rt range prognoses is set down by the following method, lha atmosphere is 

considered as a two layered fluid, each layer of which corresponds to a warm 

.or cold air mass. In each layer the parameter H~]      Is considered as 

constant^ but different from one another. 

At the boundaries let us use: 

(3)        ,; f>°*o >    %£  <  ^ 



(the earth, is considered as flat), 

(6) h)        \f«t  ~ ^ 

«her«   '/*    I« the no*»al component of the velocity of displacement of 

tha front. lade» 1 corresponds to the warm air, Indes 2 - cold. 

Conditions (5) and (6) rcake it possible, with the help of equation (2), 

to write dan fife condition for the. faction  * "/**     at the surface of 

separation. Farther, equations. (1) -ad <2) could be solved relative to > %T 

Undar the condition, 'that the parmftter  #>  « constant. Since we are 

considering a two-lay« atmosphere with, a constant parameter in each layer, 

therefore it is possible to construct an equation for each layer, the 

analytical solution'of which shall serv« only for the given layer.. With 

the help-of the conditions, which follow too*  (5) and (6), both solutions 

caa b€s fitted together. 

Per the eonstEuctlot». of the solution the assumption vras made, which 

cbfctlsM In that, the surface of separation is presented as a quasi-horizontal 

surface. A» a result we arrive at the necessity of solving the two-layer 

probte with the supplementary condition, (5) and (6) at the boundary of the 

two taadiims. It foil«, that we keep in mind for this, that the adopted 

assumption cannot, be interpreted as fat* by the «elusion of the frontal slope 

fro« consideration, nav«rthaiess we shall consider completely the basic 

klneaatlcal and dynamical pecularities of the front, using (5) and (6). 
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Here efes present ststbod of H»e«iz&ticra. is avaJUble. 

She solutioa o£ the problem is sought by the Fourier -method. Finally 

,1/ 
the solutions are preseatsd la the fcra of space iategrslss 

C?) 

%- & lffc°'<p.«.r'r> ™y,/>'>''r y- 

(8) 3 »,   /  /c 

+■ är/A'"<r- n-r) &.-«*> ji ^"'-'-> 'i 'd" 

where       F       t* « tooro function,, which «lepeads on the characteristics of 

cfc.e th&mobarie fields of th» aömsspfessre,    p «*  J-* '   «**e height of the 

frone,       7 *> f  ly'tßtt)       ~— tlte e<j»stian »£ the frontal surface 

£p. £ha       X  SJ   ■*   "f" «ysfieas of esordlaatesi^ 

if)       -, *v /"*"""        " ' ,2. jn   Hi s*   tit       f.   (*) s*   > 

are 6reea*8 fysetirass o£ tha prob less eoasiderad«.    Wfe shall not give the 

expressions fsr tfe« esccea8g functions'fear«, bat « shall only n»tfe»   that they 

could be calculated analytically or, by maasas of the numerical solution of 

ths differential operafioff of the syste» (1)-W« 

i^Xfe8 solution of eh© psrobisai ia such « foxm was first obtained by K.I. 

hul&&jet and 6.X. ttegebule. 
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In particular, the Green's functions     {j and    (^     were 

computed by the latter method, by Einkelmann [2]. 

The second integrals of formulas (7) and (8) describe the chief 

effect, arising from the presence of the' frontal division.  It depends on the 

distribution of the discontinuities in the wind field at the frontal surface 

and from the slops of tho front. Here, integration is carried out along the 

frontal surface. 

Thus we considered, in a complex way, a model of the atmosphere, 

which includes in its detail, the frontal processes with the usual large scale 

processes. It is completely obvious, that the frontal processes appear to 

attribute to the processes a smaller order than the large scale effects. This 

assertioncould be confirmed by empirical evidence. 

On the strength of the above-stated, it is possible to consider 

separately the large scale processes, described by the first integrals in (7) 

and (8), and the frontal processes described by the second integrals. 

independently analyzing the contributions of the two integrals on the 

general change of pressure, it follows that we keep in mind, that the 

relation between the characteristic horizontal and time scale calls for a 

calculation of the second integral for snailer time intervals, than is 

usually done. 

We calculated the correlation coefficient between the actual 3 hour 

pressure change aad the values of the two integrals calculated for that same 

interval of time. The correlation coefficient was found equal to 0.6 according 

to the results of 9 cases (over 100 points). Hence it is possible to conclude, 

that the frontal terms in the formulas-(7,8) quite satisfactorily describes 

the real process in this time interval. The effect of the large-scale 

process in this case appears as a background, on which the effect of locals 



process (in particular frontal processes) is superimposed. 

Let us turn to consideration of the vertical motions. We shall be 

interested in those vertical motions, which arise in the region of the front 

and' connected on the whole with the discontinuities in the wind field. Let 

as note, that contemporary methods of calculation of the vertical motions 

U3, I3] have in mind those motions, which arise as a result of large scale 

exchange between the kinetic, potential and intansl energies of the air mass 

in the atmosphere. It is possible to conisder the-vertical motions of such 

a generation as a background. They can not describe those details in the 

distribution of vertical motions, which are observed, for example, ata front 

by virtue of the pecularities of its structure. In the future, we shall 

only consider those vertical motions, which are caused by the presence of the 

frontal separation, not dwelling on consideration of the large scale vertical 

motions. 

Let us determine the vertical velocity from equation (1), integratin 

it with respect to the vertical and requiring that the. quantity  . C 

becomes zero at the upper and lower boundary of the atmosphere. Hot paying 

attention to'the large scale motions, described in equation (1) by the 

terms, contained on the right side in expressions (7,8) by the first 

integrals, it is possible to write 

.,-„ 1 f**>-Jr (9) o-*- 1    / A  Ji- 

(10)       U       i* J      Jt    ■ 
2   . 



where 

tfllr 

la axpra«!«. <U, U), only the Craen». functions alone depend on 

the v*rl*l«     y9 '    «a«     X/^ *<>*  ttet ™*,on f * inteKratl0n ^   ' 

reapect to   /?     «ad «£«««tUtl«i    (& -?**.  +£* J      «« «»« "»*«» 

out only wt the fee«**« functioi».    As a rwult formulas (9,10), after 

«ub.titurfcw «*. «pr.*»I«w (11,12) lot» the», can be rewritten in the form: 

(1*> 

Sta«        ß'"   6/3/ are nes Green's functions,    these functions 

cowld fe* w*uS.*t«d utulat so« assumptions     (  )tt'z   & 1 / 

CM& fca *ispll£ie«i, «up^eing^ that        il *   "-f   ~JÜ '      ^      &    ?X 

Proa th« coodltlofl at the ftont 

la ptrtlcuUr, It-follow»,  that 
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wasre 5i^   y,y,tf- 
1? 

Cosgid@ri».g the above« ws obtain 

(17) [ U, - */*   / "7..,   •*"     iSr'      >W    ty       .   -*" 

thus, we sasiÄge to exprass the discontinuity In the wind at the 

£te.-it «tsfi ita »lops through- the peetul&ritles of the baric field at it. 

la expr@ssiQü.s (13,14),  the Grain's functions possess that characteristic, 

that tfaay d«Bp vary rapidly £r«a the forecast point.    This means that the 

surjroaa&Lttg» of fchs poiat-of calculation of the field of the functions 

(Hi    M. )     k®*® & WÖÄk *»**ueace oa täse »ssult öf the calculation.    For 

tbat rsisson It is possible to sitsplify fomul&s (13,14),  combining them into 

©as by tfeß following forn 

as) r *ip,ii)* &> (p> rr) (ft, //, J 

It es select &x the. «nit of length in epacs as 500 km and we measure    fj       in 

dkm (decasBetttes»},   to deee-ralna all  tb.« meteorological parameters in the KTC 

. gyeesss (xaefcejr-tÄa-aecoad),  then for the value    £?--   0.8 (2kso.)  the values of 

the coa££tedeats 4   for the. c&lculetioa of     «,"        in sab/12 hours will be 

equal to; ■  & (0-8;  1.0) • 0.16;'    ^(O.Sj  0.85) « 4.68? 

£.(0.8; 0.7) - 0.42:      #.(0.8; 0.5) - 0.28;     fa <0.8; 0.3) - 0.06. 

The calculation of vertical notions IK the frontal sons roughly coaes to the 

following: 
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1. The location of the front is found on all the /H Tg2c>s    /$ ^7ee> 

and   /^tiscp maps. 

2. The positions of the front at all levels are placed on a separat;.:1 

clean form of a synoptic map [as if we project the fronts at all standard 

levels on to one plane (sap)]. 

3. The necessary number of points are marked on the line of the fron 

at each isobaric surface. 

4. At the marked points the Jacobian    / //a / ''f / ~~ 

3 calculated. The calculations of the derivatives is carried out in finite 

differences, For this it is convenient to direct the y/    axis along the 

normal to the front on  the side of the cold air, while the  4f axis is alon: 

the tangent (figure 1). 

.Assuming, that    ~~T~     ' —-r~ ' }    we obtain . 

(19)        (/A , ////«■  ( //, - rf+ )(&,-*** + &*/ 

5,. All the values   { //x.,/"/// ,  calculated at the points of the 

surface front were then multiplied by the coefficient   (X  (1) - 0.16. The 

values [Hi.,   /"/' /    corresponding to the points of the front at the 850 rib 

surface, were multiplied by  CL  (0.85) =* 4.68 etc. These results were 

written down at the corresponding points on the clean blank (form), 
l i> 

mentioned in (2), and then the map j=d drawn. 

In operational work it is possible to use an accelerated method of 

leuiation, which consists in the determination of the maximum values along 

cne whole front. The actual or prognostic map /^ ' &5&       is used for this 

purpose. The position of the front is found on it and ( Ht >  ' <4 /       is 

calculated at the points of interest. Then the result is multiplied by the 

coefficient equal to 4, 



In conclusion, we give the results of some examples of the 

calculation of  L- on warm fronts. Calculations at cold fronts proved 

to be less su.ccessfu.lj especially in the warm time of the year. The 

calculation of  I        In tnb/12 hr presented in figures 2, 3, 4, corresponds 

to the morning o£ March 24, 1953, the morning of September 14, 1953 and the 

evening of October 14, 1954 ( the shaded regions are clouds at the time of 

the calcuktioas). 

*tt "-^ 
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